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	Dart for Absolute Beginners, 9781430264811 (1430264810), Apress, 2014

	Dart for Absolute Beginners enables individuals with no background in programming to create their own web apps while learning the fundamentals of software development in a cutting edge language. Easily digested chapters, while comprehensive enough to explore the whole domain, are aimed at both hobbyists and professionals alike. The reader will not only gain an insight into Dart, but also the technologies behind the web. A firm foundation is laid for further programming studies.


	Dart is a new, innovative language developed by Google which is poised to take the web by storm. For client side web app development, Dart has many advantages over JavaScript. These include but are not limited to: improved speed, enforcement of programmatic structure, and improved facilities for software reuse. Best of all, Dart is automatically converted to JavaScript so that it works with all web browsers. Dart is a fresh start, without the baggage of the last two decades of the web. Why start learning to program with yesterday’s technology?

	
		Teaches you the fundamentals of programming and the technologies behind the web.
	
		Utilizes the cutting edge, easy to learn, structured Dart programming language so that your first steps are pointed towards the future of web development.
	
		No prior knowledge is required to begin developing your own web apps.
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ASP.NET 3.5 CMS DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
ASP.NET 3.5 is equipped with a built-in security system, standard design templates, and easy configurations for database connections, which make it the ideal language for building a content management system. With the strong community support for the ASP.NET platform, you can be assured that what you write today will be around and supported for...


		

The Never Cold Call Again Online Playbook: The Definitive Guide to Internet Marketing SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An all-in-one guide to online marketing from the New York Times bestselling author of Never Cold Call Again

In Never Cold Call Again, Frank Rumbauskas shows salespeople how to achieve sales greatness without using those dreaded old tactics like cold calling. Now, in The Never Cold Call Again Online...


		

Advanced Mathematical Tools for Control Engineers: Volume 1: Deterministic SystemsElsevier Limited, 2008

	This book provides a blend of Matrix and Linear Algebra Theory, Analysis, Differential Equations, Optimization, Optimal and Robust Control. It contains an advanced mathematical tool which serves as a fundamental basis for both instructors and students who study or actively work in Modern Automatic Control or in its applications. It is...





	

Learn Blockchain Programming with JavaScript: Build your very own Blockchain and decentralized network with JavaScript and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the essentials of blockchain technology with JavaScript to develop highly secure bitcoin-like applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop bitcoin and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies using JavaScript
	
			Create secure and high-performant blockchain networks
	...




		

The Nexus One Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	In this handy new Pocket Guide, mobile device expert Jason O'Grady reveals the secrets to using Google's Nexus One smartphone. All of the common features are covered including Web browsing, Google Apps, IM/text/email, digital camera, video, music player, and more. With this essential companion readers will be mastering their Nexus One...


		

Mobile Device Game Development (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004
Mobile Device Game Development explores game development tools and practices for the rapidly growing mobile device market. The text uses the AppForge® MobileVB SDK and Paint Shop Pro® in conjunction with Visual Basic® to create games that can be played on numerous mobile game devices(e.g., Palm, Nokia, and PocketPC). The book and...
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